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NEWS RELEASE

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON'S SUSAN BRENNER NAMED
NCR DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF LAW AND TECHNOLOGY
DAYTON, Ohio - Susan Brenner, law professor and international expert on
cybercrime, has been named the NCR Distinguished Professor of Law and Technology at the
University of Dayton.
It's a subject that keeps her busy.
"It's a wonderful honor and I appreciate it because it supports and recognizes the work I
do on cybercrime, which is very demanding," Brenner said. "NCR is well known and since the
professorship carries its name, the title adds a layer of prestige and credibility around the
world."
In addition to a June conference in Australia, Brenner has also been featured at
cybercrime conferences sponsored by Interpol, the American Bar Association, the National
District Attorneys Association and the Hoover Institution. She participated in "The Internet as
the Scene of Crime" in Norway for the Norwegian Economic Crimes Police and spoke on
cybercrime legislation at a seminar sponsored by the Ministry of the Interior of the United Arab
Emirates.
Her internationally known Web site, http:/ /www.cybercrimes.net, was featured on
NBC Nightly News.

--- - -Cybercrime, because of its nature, is posing many dilenimas for law enforcement
officials, she said. "Criminal law is based on the idea of territory, that it's reasonable for us to
apply our law to you because you are in this territory. But many cybercrimes are transnational,
so we have many issues to consider."
Brenner teaches an online cybercrime seminar that is coming up with some of the
answers. With help from law enforcement officials, prosecutors and defense attorneys, students
have created a model state computer crimes code and a model code of cybercrime investigative
procedure. Both are posted on the Cybercrime Web site where they serve as a public resource
on the complex issues raised by cybercrime.
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Such innovative activities led to the appointment.
"Susan's scholarly contributions to the fields of criminal law, criminal procedure,
computer law and especially to the emerging area of cybercrime, at the intersection of
traditional criminal law and new information technology, have brought credit not only to
herself but also to the School of Law," said Dean Lisa Kloppenberg. "Moreover, she has made
these contributions while serving as an excellent, active and productive teacher, and she's been
a national leader in using technology in creative ways to enhance learning."
NCR donated $500,000 to the law school in 2001 to create the professorship. Robert
Kreiss, founder of the law and technology program at the law school, served as the first NCR
professor. He retired this year.
With an expanding annual conference on computer and cyberspace law and new
courses in cyberspace law, cybercrimes and electronic commerce, UD's program in law and
technology is one of the few in the country that prepare lawyers for practice in intellectual
property, patent and cyberspace law.
-30For media interviews, contact Susan Brenner at (937) 229-2929 or via e-mail at
susan.brenner@notes.udayton.edu and Lisa Kloppenberg at (937) 229-3795 or via e-mail at
lisa.kloppenberg@notes.udayton.edu.

